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A b m "  explasive growth at the Internet has induecd a n d  for whereas the latter of the workload on the network. Both have 
dnrlophg tmk to understand the ComWtion and dynvnics sf the In- their merits and should he regarded as complementary. The ac- 
telrmt tratlic. M e ~ ~ w m t s  of the various characteristies of a netaork 
pmsdewt tive approach relies on the capability to inject packets into the 
bdwving Bs upetrd and whether changer in the nemo& hnve impmved network and then measure the services obtained from the net- 
or degraded L peaOrmnna A W b k  Banddth the liolrJ of a net- work. It introduces extra aaflic into the network. But the active 
~ ~ , ' ~ & ~ ~ , ' ~ m & ~ ~  ~$~~~~~~~~~~~~~ approach has the advantage of measuring the desired quantities 
on ualr is me algorithm stimptes the nvpilrb~e b;,,,dwid@ at the desired time. Passive measurements are carried out by 
and troS the doretion for which the estimate is valid with P high d- of observing normal network traffic, without the extra load. The 
co*dma. me dWrithm d w d Y  *anger number ofI'psl -. passive approach measures the real traffic. But the amount of 
ples (hat M esed for prediction and nlso the the doration for which the data accumulated can be substantial because the network will p d k l i o n  holds 

he polled often for information. 
There are various quantities of interest that can he insightful 

about the state of the network. Available bandwidth (together 
with other metrics Like latency, loss etc.) can predict the perfor- 

In recent years, there has heen a &mendous growth in the mance of the network. Based on the bandwidth available, the 
Internet. New applications present new traffic pattenis. The network information about the congestion 
need for dynamic configuration of network devices to adjust to in the network, decide the admission control, perform routing 
the evolving haffic has grown fast. Understanding the compo- etc. For MPLS networks, the available bandwidth information 
sition and dynamics of the Internet Uaffic is of great importance (Short- 
for network management. But observability of 1nternf:t eaflic est Widest Path [3], Widest Shortest Path [41), LSP preemption 
is difficult because of the network size, large traffic volumes, [SI, etc. Each of these processes needs available bandwidth in- 
and distributed administration. The main tools towards control- formation at a suitable time-scale. It is desirable to obtain the 
ling traffic to ensure appropriate Quality of Service (QOS) to all available bandwidth information by measurements from the ac- 
applications will be measurements of the network and simula- tual u p s  because they give more realistic information about 
tions. the available bandwidth. The available bandwidth information 

Measurement is necessary for the network. A user would like can also be obtained by subtracting the nominal reservation for 
to monitor the performance of his applications, check if level the tunnels from the link capacity which gives a lower bound. 
of service meets the agreement, etc. A service provider would ofthe paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we 
like to monitor the current level of activity, enforce Service level present a description of bandwidth measurement tech- 
apeements (SLAs), plan for future etc. Some QoS meuics have niques and motivate for the new algorithm. In Section 3, we 
been defined by the IPPM [I1 working group of IETK Some' propnseour algorithm ABEst, the Available BandwidthEstima- 
of these can he measured in the core of the network imd 0th; tor. In Section 4, we describe the details of the implementation 
err: at the edges. Some have local significance at each router of the algorithm. Section 5 ,  the results of the experiments 
while others are end-to-end metrics. They can be obtained by a ~ e  presented. Finally, we conclude in Section 6 with our over- 
measurements from the various network elements. To obtain all observations about the measurement algorithms. 
measured statistics from' each network element is po!isible if 
individual users can monitor each such device. Due I:O secu- 
rity reasons, this is not possible in a network. Thus, common 
users can only measure the end-to-end metrics. The metrics 
with local significance at each router Can Only be measured by 
the network operaton who Can then make them p u b W  avail- 
able. The approaches to monitor a network are active 01 Pas- 

dthe,,etwork 

Kqvwi.-P&ve Adable  bmdwldth, MRTG. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

be used to decide the u p  setup [2], 

me 

11. MEASURING AVAILABLE BANDWIDTH 

bandwidth on a link is indicative of the 
be routed on he link. Obtaining an 

ne 
of load that 
measurement of the available bandwidth can be crucial to ef- 
fective deployment of QoS services in a network. Available 
bandwidth can be measured using both active and passive ap- 

First one defines the available bandwidth on a single link (phys- 
ical or virtual) of the'network. This information Can he used 

SiVP. First gives a meaSUre Of the PerfOrmlnCe Of the network proaches, There are two definitions of available handwidth, 
This wcrk was by kAyA wd md swalw AnospaEc 
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for congestion avoidance, routing etc. Second one defines the 
available bandwidth of a route on the network which manifests 
as the bandwidth measurement of the most congested link on 
the route. Various tools and products are available that can be 
used to measure available bandwidth of a link in the network. 
In [6],  the authors have described a few bottleneck bandwidth 
algorithms. They can be split into two families: those based 
on pathchar [71 algorithm and those based on Packet Pair [81 
algorithm. The pathchar algorithm is an active approach which 
leads to the associated disadvantages of consumption of signif- 
icant amount of network bandwidth etc. The packet pair algo- 
rithm measures the bottleneck bandwidth of a route. It can have 
both active and passive implementations. Active implementa- 
tions have bandwidth consumption whereas passive implemen- 
tations may not give correct measurement. In [9], the authors 
have proposed another tool to measure bottleneck link band- 
width based on packet pair technique. Some other tools based 
on the same technique for measuring bottleneck bandwidth of 
a route have been proposed in [IO], [I l l .  None of them mea- 
sures the available bandwidth or utilization of a desired link of 
a network. In [12], the authors have proposed a tool to mea- 
sure the available bandwidth of a route which is the minimum 
available bandwidth along all links of the path. It is an active 
approach based on transmission of self-loading periodic mea- 

information into a form compatible with SNMP. An NMS ex- 
ecutes applications that monitor and control managed devices. 
NMSs provide the bulk of the processing and memory resources 
required for network management. Thus SNMP can be used as 
a passive technique to monitor a specific device. MRTG 1181 
is a tool based on SNMP to monitor the network links. It has 
a highly portahle SNMP implementation and can run on most 
operating systems. 

Thus, the network operator requires a tool for measuring the 
available bandwidth on a certain link of the network in a pas- 
sive manner whenever be desires. Since the operator has access 
to the router, he can use MRTG [IS]. But MRTG has the lim- 
itation that it gives only 5 minute averages of link utilization. 
For applications like routing, this large interval averaging may 
not be enough. MRTG can be enhanced to decrease the averag- 
ing interval down to 1 minute. This may still be large for some 
applications. Tl~us, we have modified MRTG to MRTG++, to 
obtain averages over IO second durations. This gives us the 
flexibility to obtain very fine measurements of link utilization. 
Even though the operatorcan have these measurements, he may 
not desire each measurement and also this will increase the load 
on the routers. So, we propose the ABEst that is a linearregres- 
sion algorithm to predict the utilization of a link. The algorithm 
is adaptive because a varying number of past samples can be . .  

suiment streams. Another active approach to measure a path's 
available capacity is given in [131. Iperf [I41 from NLANR is 
another active approach that sends streams of TCPiUDP flows. 
Cisco has introduced the NetFlow [ I  51 technology that provides 
IP flow information for a network. NetFlow provides detailed 
data collection with minimal impact on the performance on the 

used h the regression depending on the &fic profile. Using 
ABEst, we predict the utilization and the reliability interval for 
the prediction. 

111. ABEST: AN AVAILABLE BANDWIDTH ESTIMATOR FOR 
A DIFFSERV NETWORK 

routing device and no external probing device. But in a Diff- 
Serv environment, the core of a network is interested in aggre- 
gate rather than per-flow statistics, due to the scalability issues. 

In our approach, we concentrate on one domain and its man- 
agement. We propose a centralized N M S  (at domain level) that 
will determine the available bandwidth for all the links in the 

All the tools, except NetFlow, give path measuremen& based 
on an active approach. A network operator,on the other hand, 
would be interested in finding the available bandwidth on a cer- 

domain. The is based On the use Of MRTG where the 
manager enquire each router in the domain through SNMP 
and obtain the itlfOrmatiOn about the available bandwidth On 

link of the network. He bas the routers/switches each of its interfaces. The most accurate appro=h will be 10 
of the and can measure available bandwidth from the collect information from all possible sources at the highest pos- 
routers without injecting pse"do-traffic. n u s ,  he does not sible frequency allowed by the MIB update interval constraints. 
the end-to-end tools that utilize the active approach of measure- However, this approach can be very expensive in terms of sig- 
ment. One approach is to use Simple Network Management naling and data storage. Furthermore, it can be redundant to 
Protocol (SNMP) [16l which is a short-term protocol to man- have so much information. 
age nodes in the network. An SNMP-managed network con. we can set the measurement interval of MRTG and measure 

of three key components: managed devices, agents, and the average link utilization statistic for that interval. We define 
network-management systems (NMSs). A managed device is a for a link betweemtwo nodes i andj: 
network node that contains an SNMP agent and that resides on a c Capacity of link in bits per sec, 
managed network. Managed devicescollect and store manage- A(t):  Available capacity at time I in bits per sec , 
ment information in Management Information Bases (MIBs) 
[ I  71 and make this information available to NMSs using SNMP. r: Length of the averaging interval of MRTG, 
Managed devices, sometimes called network elements, can be L,[k], k E N Average load in [(k - l ) ~ ,  k ~ ] .  
routers and access servers, switches and bridges, hubs, com- The available capacity can he obtained as A(t )  = C - L(t ) .  
puter hosts, or printers. An agent is a network-management So, it would be sufficient to measure the load on a link to obtain 
software module that resides in a managed device. An agent has available bandwidth. Note that we have not explicitly shown the 
local knowledge of management information and translates that i - j dependence of the the defined variables. This is because 

J( t ) :  Traffic load at time f i n  bits per sec. 
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Algorithm: 
1. At time instant k, available bandwidthmeasurement is 
desired. 
2. Find the vectors w a , a  E [1,h] using covariance 
method given p and the previous measurements. 

3. Find p 7 [ k  + 11,. . . , i , [ k  + h]] from equation 1 

and[L,[k-p+ 11, ..., L,[k] ] .  
4. Predict Ah[k] for I(k + l ) ~ ,  ( k  + h)T]. 
5 .  At time (k  + h ) T ,  get [L,[k + 11,. . . , L,[k + h]:IT. 
6 .  Find the e m r  vector [e,[k + 11,.  . . , eT[k + /I]]*. 
I. Set k = k + h. 
8 .  Obtain new values forp and h. 
9. Go to step 1. 

1. Initialize M = 0 and i*= k, 
2. Obtain the prediction L,[i], 
3. Update M = ( 1  - f ) M  + f e z p ( s ~ e , [ i ] ) ,  
4. If i < k + p,go to step 2, 
5.  a(s) = & b g ( M ) ;  Stop. T 

Fig. 2. Effstive bandwidth es&" algorithm. 

From the knowledge of the prediction coefficients wo's, 

we predict [e , [k  + 11, . . . , e , [k  + h]] using equation (1). 
Next step is to obtain an estimate of the available bandwidth 
for the interval [ (k  + l ) t ,  ( k  + h)t] .  This is done to ob- 
tain a single representativev alue valid for the wholz inter- 
val. We can use two methods for the same, based on the re- 
quirements of the network operator. The representative avail- 
able bandwidth value Ah[k] can be given either as Ah[k] = 
C - naz { Z J k  + 11, . . . , Z,[k + h ] }  or by the use of effec- 
tivebandwidthaas Ah[k] = C-a.Thefonergivesashict?y 
conservative estimate of the available bandwidth on the link for 
the estimate 
which is tunable based on the network operators bandwidth re- 
quirements. Effective bandwidth [20] is a measure of the traffic 
stream that characterizes its steady state behavior and is given 

(2) 
1 

a(s)  = lim -log E[ebL[','I] 
t t m  st 

is me decay rate of queue size distribution rail proba. 
and L[o, t~ is the total traffic load arrived during the time 

value between the peak and average in An on-line 
block estimator for the effective bandwidth formulation is given 
in [211 and can be modified as given in Fig, 2, 

h~~~ at time ( k  + h)t, we find the 

T 

Fig. 1. The ABEst A l g o n h .  

the analysis holds for any node pair independent of others. We 
also define 

p i s  the number of past measurements in prediction, 
h is the number of future samples reliably predicted, 
Ah[kl: the estimate at 

Our problem can be formulated as linear prediction: 
valid in [ (k  + 1)T,  ( k  + hk1. duration, ne lamr gives a 

P-1 

L,[k + a] = L,[k - n] w.[n] for a E [l, h] (1) 
as G O  

where on the right side are the past samples and the predic- 
tion coefficients w.[n] and on the left side, the predicted values. 
The problem can be solved using covariance method [ 191. We 

the lraftic dynamics. This is what distinguishes our prediction 
method from other schemes based on linear regression. 

The ABEst algorithm is given in Fig. 1. We define: po and 

we need to solve the covariance equations. They are given in a 
matrix form as RLW. = r., for a = 1, . . . , h, where 

where 

propose to change the values Of P and b'ased On infervd [O, t ] .  The equation (2) provides an effective bandwidth 

ho as the initialvalues fo rp  and h. In step 2 of the alwrithm, ~ f t ~ ~  obtaining the actual load [ ~ , [ k  + 11, .  , , , ~ , [ k  + 
elTOI vector 

, e,[k + h]]* where each element is given as 

2 
e , [k+a]  = ( L , [ k + a ] - Z , [ k + a ] )  f o r a =  1 ,  ..., h. 

Next, we propose the following algorithm to estimate new 
values fo rp  and h based on a metric derived from the mean (a) 

inFic 1 
and standard deviation ( U )  of error e,. The algorithm is given 

~ ~ ( 0 ~ 0 )  ... rdOn-1) 

1 . h -  L O )  ... rL(p-l,p-l) 

R L = [  j 

W O  = [ W d O )  w d l )  ... w.@ - 111 
= IrL(o, -.) rL( l ,  -.) . . . rL(p - 1 ,  -,%)I 

In order to derive the covariance from the available measure- 
ments, we estimate it as rL(n,m)  = Ci=L-N+pLr[i - 
n]L$ - n] where N affects the accuracy of the esb.mation, 
i.e., more samples we consider,mo re precise the estimation is. 
The number of samples needed for a given n and N is ( n  + N). 
Since the assumption about stationarity of the measurement se- 
quence may not be accurate, we update the values of the covari- 
ance every time we change the value of p in step 8 of the algo- 
rithm. The solution of thecovariance equations will provide wn 
that can be used for predicting &(k + a), a = 1 , .  . . , h. 

k 

.-.-.a. -. 
In the algorithm, ME is the maximum ermr value and we 

have introduced hmin and pmoz because small values of h im- 
ply frequent re-computation of the regression coefficients and 
large values of p increase the computational cost of the regres- 
sion. Also, we have introduced the thresholds T h l  to Thr to 
decide when to change the values of the parameters p and h. 
They are determined based on the traffic characteristics and the 
conservatism requirements of the network domain. They rep- 
resent the confidence in the estimation procedure in terms of 
prediction errors. 
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Algorithm: 
I. If u / p  > Th,,decrease h till h,i, and increase p till 
pmoz multiplicatively. 
2. If Th l  > u / p  > Thz, decrease h till h,i, and in- 
crease p till pma. additively. 
3. If u/p  < Thz, then: 

p till p,,, additively. 

constant. 

pmin additively. 

(a) If p > Ths * M i ,  decrease h till h,;, and increase 

(b) If Tha  * M i  > p > Th4 * M i ,  keep h and p 

(c) If p < Th4 t M i ,  increase h and decrease p till 

Fig. 3. Algorithm for h and p. 

I n  this section, we have proposed an algorithm for estimat- 
ing the available bandwidth of a link by dynamically changing 
the number of past samples for prediction and the number of 
future samples predicted with high confidence. The objective 
of the algorithm is to minimize the computational effort while 
providing a reliable estimate of available bandwidth of a link. 
It provides a balance of the processing load and accuracy. The 
algorithm is based on the dynamics of the traffic, i.e., it adapts 
itself. 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION 

In this section, we describe how ABEst is implemented. 
The issues addressed include MRTG traffic rate calculation and 
modification of MRTG for reduced sampling time. 

In an SNMP network, the managed devices collect and store 
management information in MIBs and make it available to the 
managers through an agent running on the device. Each element 
in the MIB is identified by a sequence of numbers called Object 
Identifier (OID). The NMS can then remeve specific informa- 
tion from the device using these identifiers. IETF has defined a 
standard [I71 with specifications, grouping and relationships of 
managed objects in an SNMP compatible network. MRTG can 
be used to sample rates of almost any OID. By default, it is used 
to periodically fetch in-bound and out-bound traffic counters on 
the router interfaces and calculate the traffic rate on each one 
of them. These variables are available through the OlDs cor- 
responding to in-bound and out-bound counters (in bytes) for 
each interface. MRTG stores the traffic rates for each inter- 
val of time, calculated by taking the difference of the counters 
and dividing by the interval length. MRTG database has a very 
simple layout. Each line bas 5 values: time-stamp, in-bound 
average rate, out-bound average rate, in-bound maximum rate 
and out-bound maximum rate. MRTG also keeps track of the 
counter values at the last sample in order to calculate the rates 
for the next period. 

Even though MRTG provides real-time available bandwidth 
measurements for a link, it may not be useful because of the 
5 %Ute averaging intervals. Even if the RRDtool is used, 
the'300 seconds interval is hard coded in the MRTG source 

code. Patches are available to bring the interval detail down 
to I minute. However, in some cases, 1 minute might still be 
too coarse. We developed a patch to MRTG, called MRTG++, 
which provides up to IO seconds detail. This provides a 
much finer granularity of measurements. First of all, the RRD 
database must be created with enough slots to store the larger 
amount of information. Then, the consolidation function pa- 
rameters, i.e. how many samples the database will consider 
when calculating the average, must be adjusted for the new in- 
tervals. Our database is now able to store IO seconds averages 
for up to 24 hours. Next step is to modify the script to send the 
correct queries to RRDtool when creating graphs. Since the in- 
terval~ have changed, the scale and the set of data forth.: script 
must also be changed. Finally,M RTG++ must be run every 10 
seconds to get the information from the routers. 

The NMS should decide the optimal MRTG measurementpe- 
nod based on the traffic characteristics, the required granularity 
for the measured values and the appropriate time-scale of the 
application utilizing the measured values. 

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

In this section, we describe the experiments we used to val- 
idate and quantify the utility of ABEst algorithm. First we de- 
scribe the methodology in running the experiments. The pro- 
posed algorithm ABEst for available bandwidth estimation on 
a link does not make any assumption about the traffic models. 
It works based on the measurements obtained from the network 
link. Thus, we do not need a network simulator. Instead, we 
can apply the algorithm to uaffic traces obtained from real net- 
works. In the following, we present the traffic profile predicted 
by ABEst together with the actual profile. We do not present 
the predicted available bandwidth profile because that can be 
calculated by taking the difference of the link capacity and the 
utilization and thus it does not present significant information, 
when compared to the predicted utilization. 

The choice of the thresholds Thl ,  T b , e t  c. and h,;,, pmoz 
used for updating the values of p and h in Section Ill has to be 
made by the network operator depending on the conservative- 
ness requirements of the network operation. We have obtained 
the following results by choosing T h l  = 0.9, Thz = 0.7, 
Ths = 0.5, Thr = 0.3 and h,i, = 10, pmo. = 50. All the 
traffic traces used in the following results have been obtained 
from Abilene, the advanced backbone network of the Internet2 
community, on March 13, 2002. In Fig. 4, the ABEst algo- 
rithm is applied to the input traffic on the Atlanta router of the 
Atlanta-Washington D.C. link. In Fig. 5 ,  

same is done for the input traffic on the Cleveland router 
from the Cleveland-NYC link. In both cases, the first curve 
shows the actual traffic profile and the other two curves show 
the prediction by utilizing ABEst. The first of the two utilizes 
the peak-based estimation whereas the second utilizes the effec- 
tive bandwidth-based estimation. As we can see, in both cases, 
the utilization estimation obtained by taking the peak prediction 
provides a conservative estimate, whereas the estimation using 
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Fig. 4. Input rrafflc on Atlanta muter 

Fig. 6. lnpul U a c  on Atlanta muter = 20) 

the effective bandwidth provides an estimate for lower resource 
utilization. Also, when h,;, is increased, the estimation be- 
comes worse (see Fig. 6), in the sense that it does not follow- 
the sequence closely but is still very conservative. We propose 
the use of overestimation as a metric to quantitatively measure 
the performance of the proposed scheme ABEst. For the case 
in Fig. 4, the mean overestimation is 1.3 1 MB/s for the peak 
estimation procedure whereas it is 0.73 MBls for the effective 
bandwidth estimation procedure. Similar values are obtained 
for the case depicted in Fig. 5.  

When compared with MRTG; we provide the available band- 
width estimates less frequently without a large compromise in 

the reliability of the estimate. In other words, the utilization 
profile obtained as a result of MRTG coincides with the actual 
traffic profile in Figs. 4 and 5 ,  hut ABEst provides an estimate 
of the link utilization which is nearly accurate with a reduced 
computational effon. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

Weha ve presented an algorithm to estimate the available 
bandwidth on a link. The algorithm estimates the available 
bandwidth and tells the duration for which the estimate is valid 
with a high degree of confidence. The algorithm dynamically 
changes the number of past samples that are used for prediction 
and also the the duration for which the prediction holds. The 
algorithm can be further refined by introducing a method to de- 
rive the threshold values based on the traffic characteristics 
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